How do the Globalists achieve all that you fear and all that is happening around
you as is referred to below? You know but fear to acknowledge the truth. These
facts and opinions set out below will help everyone to wake up and resist now.
Time is on the side of the destroyers.
This is about DATA harvesting and what they can do with it on a Chinese social
credit system that will be used in the West to destroy capitalism, all freedom and
any democracy.
This is eloquently put and essential for sharing please.
https://www.brighteon.com/4d8b3786-9a44-4d08-bd32-3638f0850a9c

"How does a Government create a false panic about a false pandemic?
Pick a coronavirus - so common that the majority of the world's human population carry
covid/coronavirus DNA, even when perfectly healthy.
Add testing with a PCR test that is a big failure. Choose a specific location and old or
persons with comorbidities. Then test as quickly and as widely as possible whilst raising the
panic and psychological operations to increase the fear thus created. The millions of false
positives and man’s daily natural death toll will do the rest.
That is what has been done to date but people are awaking to reality at last.
Why are we being deceived? This measured gentleman explains it all. Please watch:https://www.brighteon.com/4d8b3786-9a44-4d08-bd32-3638f0850a9c

The last bastion of freedom falls and the creation of total monitored permitted activity
(slavery) begins with SOCIAL ACTIVITY PASSPORTS [aka the Vaxx Passport]. There
will never be any freedom after this and if we do not ALL rebel now.
The cause has been created by deceit panic and many years of planning, well before the
summer of 2019 and Event 21. Now we are in 2021! Beware.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcmZG0H4HzE&t=2s
The Truth about 'Vaccine Passports'
Do you really think that having complied with what is in effect a forced vaccination that you
will escape the full scope of the Chinese style social credit score system? That destroys your
world of free thought, free speech and free movement as well as control of your monies,
democracy, capitalism and so much more.
Here are more things of importance.

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/the-nuremberg-code-the-universal-right-of-informedconsent-to-medical-interventions-has-been-recognized-in-us-law-since-at-least-1914/
If you want to know what this last year has really been about listen to this CEO of a tech
company. (Naomi Wolf has been de-platformed 5 times.) She is technical and wise and
knows exactly what she is talking about. It is ”essential listening and understanding”.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/lh69yCkHIVLi/?fbclid=IwAR2BBmxRLObJ48IXBv9KpSO47fBTuK83gP5P7ISlqfDy49WEQOtGjKlnzA

This is about DATA harvesting and what they can do with it on a Chinese social credit
system that will be used in the West to destroy capitalism, all freedom and any democracy.
Do you remember the stink created with the Cambridge Analytica story that data was being
harvested by Facebook to influence voting behaviour? This was a "tiny stink" when
compared to what they can do on new flexible and add-on systems they're constructing.
Naomi Wolf outlines these.
Imagine if you could block certain individuals, political parties and opinions on social media
platforms, de-platform them, to influence the way the "sheeple" vote. We've not seen any of
that yet have we from Big Tech? Or have we?
The Nuremberg Code: Have we not studied this recently?
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=227be3c5bf&attid=0.1.1&permmsgid=msgf:1696401641723552573&th=178ad44e2352633d&view=att&disp=inline

